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Editorial
CPM 2006
The annual symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching (CPM) provides a research forum for combinatorial algorithms
for search problems in strings (texts or sequences), trees, graphs, two-dimensional arrays or numerical vectors. Works pre-
sented to CPM contain a rich collection of algorithmic techniques and data structures, making bridges to other parts of
the theory of discrete algorithms and algorithm engineering. Today, the area of combinatorial pattern matching is a well-
identiﬁed active subﬁeld of algorithmic research. It is cross-fertilized with numerous application domains including data
compression, computational biology, internet search, data mining, information retrieval, coding, natural language processing,
pattern recognition, music analysis, and others.
CPM debuted in 1990 as a summer school and has transformed into a well-known international symposium. The 17th
Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching (CPM) was held on July 5–7, 2006, in the Technical University of
Catalonia in Barcelona, Spain. The prior 16 meetings were held in Paris, London, Tucson, Padova, Asilomar, Helsinki, Laguna
Beach, Aarhus, Piscataway, Warwick, Montreal, Jerusalem, Fukuoka, Morelia, Istanbul, and Jeju Island. The general organi-
zation and orientation of the CPM conferences is coordinated by a Steering Committee composed of Alberto Apostolico,
Maxime Crochemore and Zvi Galil.
A selected thirty three extended abstracts were chosen for presentation at the 17th CPM in Barcelona. The abstracts were
selected by a refereeing process. The abstracts were published in the Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS)
series, volume 4009. The papers published in this issue are extended versions of a select few chosen abstracts. Each paper
went through a rigorous refereeing procedure and the results appear in this issue.
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